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The IEA Wind Task 48 [1] about airborne wind energy

(AWE) has been kicked off in 2022, aiming at building a

strong community that can identify andmitigate the bar-

riers to the development and deployment of AWE sys-

tems. Among the planned research activities, WP-1 fo-

cuses ondetermining economicmetricswhichwill be rel-

evant for thedeploymentof systems inpotentialmarkets,

considering different penetration scenarios. On the other

hand,WP-2 involves, amongother activities, thedevelop-

ment of reference models andmetrics.

The present work aims at developing a reference open-

source economic model, which researchers and compa-

nies can use to asses the performances of their AWE con-

cepts. On top of describing the cost of systems, this work

aims at introducing reference business cases and value-

based market driven performance metrics for the future

systems. Fewof thesemetrics are levelized cost of energy

(LCoE), cost of valued energy (COVE), levelized profit of

energy (LPoE), capacity factor (CF) etc. This is by taking

inspiration from the conventional wind industry which is

moving towards beyond LCoEmetrics [4].

Themodel shall be as general and comprehensive as pos-

sible, so that different concepts can be analyzed. More-

over, the model aims to provide cost functions capturing

themain trends, so that it can be used for analysis [2] but

also in design and optimization frameworks [3].

A report is being produced and will constantly be up-

dated. In parallel, a code in one or more programming

languages is being developed and will also be constantly

updated with the new models proposed in the report.

Even if the first version of the model is produced by the

authors, the updates can be carried out by anyone who

wants to contribute to the development, upon fulfillment

of prescribed guidelines regarding documentation and

publication.
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